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Bridging
the Distance
When we’re old enough to decide where to set down our roots, some of us
choose to cross countries and seas whereas others elect not to fall far from
the family tree. We ask three writers to consider the benefits and
drawbacks of living close to your relatives, far away from them and
how to form your own version of family no matter where you are.
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With every home-cooked meal comes a barrage of unsolicited
opinions: Sharing a house with your family or even just living
around the corner from them has its ups and downs.

Although putting space between ourselves and our families
can teach us independence, it’s perfectly normal to admit
that you sometimes still need them.

and awkward as a video chat feels, there are few better options to
all-elusive handwritten note, letters lack the spontaneity of tech—
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That said, our inability to deliver that perfect grandiose ges-
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WHEREVER
YOU ARE
Your current family situation doesn’t have to dictate
your future one: Finding your own meaning of family can
reinforce your relationships with all parties involved.

For those lucky enough to have both kinds of kin, there’s a
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you and understand precisely how you work and the tabula rasa of

lies we choose are part of the places where we put down roots—the
always has a place at the table for you, the neighbor who brings
a candy bar for, how you nurture and let yourself be nurtured—and
eight-track player blew up downtown while you were ditching high
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